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Abstract
Game-based learning environments (GBLEs) focus on enhancing learning by provid-
ing learners with various representations of information (e.g., text, diagrams, etc.) while
allowing full autonomy, or control over their actions. Challenges arise as research
shows that learners inaccurately use cognitive and metacognitive processes when given
full autonomy. This study examined 105 undergraduates who were randomly assigned
to autonomy conditions (i.e., full, partial, and no autonomy) as they interacted with
scientific informational text presentations (i.e., non-player characters [NPCs], books
and research articles, posters) during learning with Crystal Island, a GBLE. We
assessed how learners’ eye-tracking (e.g., fixation durations on objects) and log-file
(e.g., durations of activities) data reflected how learners interacted with text presenta-
tions and selected pretest-relevant items (i.e., text providing answers to questions on the
pretest). Results showed that participants in the partial autonomy condition (n = 38)
demonstrated higher learning gains than those in the full autonomy condition (n = 45).
Time spent interacting with all books and research articles within Crystal Island were
positively correlated with learning gains. There were significant differences in learners’
duration and fixation duration on informational text presentation interactions between
conditions and within types of presentations as well as significant interactions between
pretest-relevant items and types of presentations. Overall, autonomy and pretest rele-
vancy impact the time interacting with informational text presentations which influence
learning. Implications are provided for applying autonomy during game-based learning,
and how this may direct future implementations of AI within GBLEs to provide
implicit scaffolding via adaptively limiting learners’ autonomy as they interact with
informational text.
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Introduction

Game-based learning environments (GBLEs) afford autonomy while giving learners
access to a myriad of game elements including books, posters, non-player characters
(NPCs), scientific data, etc. with the implicit assumption that more autonomy, or
learners’ ability to control their own actions during learning (Bandura 2001), leads to
better learning and problem solving (Plass et al. 2015). In addition, narrative-centered
GBLEs contain storylines that support informational content (e.g., scientific text) and
provide real-world scenarios ranging across multiple domains for learners to practice
problem-solving, critical thinking, cognitive, and metacognitive skills (Chen et al.
2018; Rowe et al. 2009; Shih et al. 2015). Thus, the role of narrative within GBLEs
is critical in conveying informational content to enhance learning. Information within
GBLEs include multiple representations of instructional materials (e.g., graphics,
pictures, videos, text) designed using multimedia learning principles with aims of
improving learning (Mayer 2014; Plass et al. 2015). While the majority of research
on GBLEs tend to focus on learning outcomes and using self-reports to measure
motivation, engagement, and so forth (see Plass et al. 2020), we examined the role of
autonomy and types of informational text presentations by converging college students’
learning outcomes and process data (e.g., eye movements and log-files) during learning
with a GBLE designed to foster learning about microbiology.

Affording autonomy in GBLEs increases opportunities to engage learners by allowing
them to freely utilize authentic instructional materials and interact with contextualized
problem-solving scenarios that require scientific reasoning and self-regulatory processes
(e.g., solving a mystery related to a biological outbreak on an island). These interactive
scenarios aid in transforming complex, rich information into easily interpretable concepts
that are contextualized to engage and support learners in acquiring knowledge (Chen et al.
2018; Herrington et al. 2014). Although learners within GBLEs are able to engage in
exploring various instructional materials through problem-solving activities (Lee et al.
2011) by affording autonomy, effective learning with GBLEs requires learners to accu-
rately and dynamically monitor and regulate their cognitive, affective, metacognitive, and
motivational processes, such as distinguishing between relevant and irrelevant instruc-
tional materials, evaluating competing hypotheses, comprehending informational texts,
changing plans, and so forth (Azevedo et al. 2018; Rowe et al. 2009). Typically, when
provided with autonomy in a GBLE, learners tend to inaccurately monitor and regulate
their self-regulatory processes by engaging in off-task behaviors as they are unable to deal
with extraneous cognitive load, fail to comprehend relevant instructional materials, etc.,
thus leading to small or negligible learning gains and not completing the objectives of the
GBLE (Rowe et al. 2009).

Crystal Island (Rowe et al. 2011) is a narrative-centered GBLE designed to support
learning about microbiology while fostering scientific reasoning and self-regulated
learning skills. It accomplishes this by providing learners with varying levels of
autonomy and providing a range of game elements and tools to solve the mysterious
illness on the island. By including informational content (i.e., scientific books and
research articles, concept matrices measuring reading comprehension, NPCs including
a camp nurse, patients, and scientists, scientific worksheet to record symptoms and
hypotheses, scientific tools to analyze microbes), Crystal Island assists learners in
obtaining content knowledge in microbiology and skills in scientific reasoning while
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self-regulating. Data generated from learners while interacting with these elements
(e.g., durations on scientific text) could provide insight into their cognitive and
metacognitive skills as they learn with a GBLE; however, most studies using GBLEs
fail to capture and synchronize multiple channels of data (e.g., eye-tracking, log-file) to
capture learning through these interactions.

Taub et al. (2016) investigated metacognition, specifically strategy use, while
participants learned with Crystal Island by examining fixation durations on book and
research article content as well as concept matrices to predict performance which was
measured by the number of concept matrix attempts. This study found that, by using
eye-tracking data, researchers can identify how learners strategize when collecting
information from a book or research article to predict learners’ in-game performance
based on the number of books and research articles a learner uses and their proportion
of fixations on the content (Taub et al. 2016). In another study, Emerson et al. (2018)
used eye tracking to develop a framework to predict learners’ performance and
cognition with Crystal Island. This study emphasized that learners’ eye-tracking data
on in-game elements significantly improve models predicting problem-solving perfor-
mance. Emerson et al. (2018) used multiple actions to measure performance, including
which NPCs learners interacted with and the amount of time spent interacting with each
NPC, testing a correct or incorrect object, the number of attempts on in-game measures
(e.g., concept matrices), the efficiency of the learners’ actions in relation to solving the
problem, and the number of solution attempts.

Another study by Dever and Azevedo (2019a) examined whether varying levels
of autonomy impacted how learners interacted with NPCs, books, and research
articles. Their results showed that learners with partial autonomy had higher
proportional learning gains and longer fixation durations on books, research
articles, and NPC interactions than learners with full autonomy, highlighting that
autonomy influences amount of time spent interacting with NPCs, books, and
research articles and subsequent learning outcomes with GBLEs. Taub et al.
(2018) examined how metacognition affected game efficiency and completion using
log files. They found performance was measured by identifying how often learners’
tested relevant, partially-relevant, and irrelevant objects. Learners who were defined
as being more efficient in solving the game had significantly fewer instances of
testing partially-relevant and irrelevant items than learners who were less efficient.
Similarly, Dever and Azevedo (2019b) examined learners’ selection of relevant
from irrelevant information that would enable the learner to, not only solve the final
diagnosis but, perform well on the domain pre- and posttests. These were examined
using eye-gaze data, where fixation duration proportions between different goal-
directed actions (e.g., scanning items, completing concept matrices) were compared
and reading books and research articles and completing their concept matrices were
identified as the greatest contributors to learners’ overall time in game. As such, this
study identified how learners’ fixation duration and identification of the relevancy
of the books and research articles affected their learning. Further, this study by
Dever and Azevedo (2019b) identified that learners who spent a greater time
revisiting relevant books and research articles had significantly greater learning
gains than those who spent more time revisiting irrelevant books and research
articles. This shows that learners identifying the relevancy of information within
text presentations is critical for learning.
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In contrast to the previous studies that used one type of process data (i.e., eye gaze),
Taub et al. (2017) combined eye tracking and log files to investigate cognitive and
metacognitive self-regulated learning during in-game performance measures. Their
findings showed that learners with low proportions of fixations on information and
the in-game performance measure demonstrated higher learning outcomes than those
with high proportions of fixations on information and the in-game performance
measure. These studies emphasize the using process data generated during learning
with a GBLE has the potential to effectively accurately capture learners interacting with
elements in the game, and how these variables are related to performance. However, the
aforementioned studies do not directly investigate how learners interact with and learn
using scientific information given external constraints (i.e., autonomy) imposed by a
GBLE. Further, these studies demonstrate gaps where process data could indicate how
learners use metacognitive strategies to select, organize, and integrate scientific infor-
mation to enhance their learning using multiple data channels.

The current study differs from previous studies in multiple ways to address this
gap in the literature. First, the current study addresses all sources of information
within Crystal Island, where NPCs, books and research articles, as well as posters
were defined as sources of information integral to accurately completing and
performing well on the domain pre- and posttests. Secondly, this study extends
previous work by Dever and Azevedo (2019a, b) and is in contrast to the other
previous studies, where performance is measured by participants’ learning gains to
examine how learners’ domain knowledge changes as a function of their interac-
tions with different types of text within Crystal Island. Lastly, the current study
identified the relevancy of information within several types of text presentations in
reference to the items on the pre-test. By doing so, the current study adopted
assumptions that all information contained in the pre- and posttests are addressed
within the GBLE, not all information in the GBLE are relevant to the domain pre-
and posttests, multiple sources of information may be identified as relevant to the
domain pre- and posttests, and what is relevant to the final diagnosis, or the GBLE
itself, may not be relevant to the domain pre- and posttests. This study 1)
addressed how autonomy influences metacognition as captured through learners’
process data while they interact with scientific information within and 2) identified
gaps in current literature and explore the relationship between these two compo-
nents (autonomy and interaction with scientific information) specifically within
GBLEs.

Autonomy as Scaffolding in Game-Based Learning

GBLEs are designed to integrate autonomy as scaffolding techniques used to
increase engagement and learning. More specifically, levels of autonomy have been
implicitly designed in GBLEs to facilitate learning, increase motivation, and so
forth, but have not been explicitly tested as a scaffold that supports learning,
comprehension, problem solving and reasoning. Providing autonomy combined
with learners’ inability to use cognitive and metacognitive strategies within GBLEs
(Azevedo and Hadwin 2005; Sabourin et al. 2013; Taub & Azevedo, 2018) pose a
challenge to learning. Previous research identified scaffolds as ways to guide
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learners within learning environments to support their understanding of complex
information by providing adaptive scaffolding to foster learners’ knowledge and
skill acquisition, where the presence of these scaffolds fade as learners gain com-
petence (e.g., Azevedo and Hadwin 2005; Pea 2004; Plass et al. 2015). Researchers
have used different types of scaffolds including static, dynamic, conceptual, proce-
dural, metacognitive, reflection, etc. with various technologies, especially intelli-
gent tutoring systems (ITSs) such as AutoTutor, Affective AutoTutor, Betty’s Brain,
Gaze Tutor, MetaTutor, where they are delivered by pedagogical agents that prompt
strategy and tool use, such as note-taking of concepts after reading to increase
learning outcomes (Azevedo et al. 2018; Winne and Hadwin 2013; D’Mello et al.
2012; Graesser et al. 1999). However, while these prompts have been used exten-
sively in ITSs and other learning technologies, they have not been widely used or
empirically tested in GBLEs.

Implicit scaffolds (e.g., limited autonomy) unobtrusively support learners’
knowledge and skill acquisition but rely on learners’ competent, timely, and
accurate use of cognitive and metacognitive processes without interrupting the
learning experience with GBLEs. Studies have used autonomy, such as the amount
of control learners have over how they interact during game-based learning, and
assume learners, or agents, actively engage with elements when they select, orga-
nize, and integrate information presented in these environments such as informa-
tional content presented through video, text, pictures (Bandura 2001). Autonomy
allows learners to make their own choices and initiate planning behaviors, but for
some learners it comes with negative consequences such as lack of skill acquisi-
tion, minute learning gains, and so forth because of both internal (e.g., low prior
knowledge, lack of self-regulatory skills) and external conditions (e.g., full auton-
omy in a GBLEs without explicit scaffolding). Specific to GBLEs, learners must
constantly choose which game elements or tools to use and their course of action to
achieve the objectives for completing the game (Bandura 2001). Varying levels of
autonomy determine the control learners have over their choices and actions in the
environment, where full autonomy gives learners complete control over planning,
generating learning goals, decisions, use of tools, etc. In contrast, restricting
autonomy reduces the amount of control learners have over their planning, gener-
ating learning goals, decisions, use of tools, etc. From a self-regulatory perspective,
full autonomy in GBLEs is ideal if learners are capable of accurately and dynam-
ically monitoring and regulating their cognitive, affective, metacognitive, and
motivational processes, whereas more restrictive forms of autonomy are optimal
for learners have challenges accurately and dynamically monitoring and regulating
these process (Azevedo and Hadwin 2005; Mayer 2019; Sabourin et al. 2013; Taub
& Azevedo, 2018). Limiting autonomy (i.e., learners ability to select, organize, and
integrate information) in GBLEs enhances learning by using an implicitly fixed,
procedural scaffold. Yet, the tradeoff of less autonomy is less engagement during
learning (Sabourin et al. 2013; Plass et al. 2013, 2015) such that full autonomy
encourages engagement but poses a threat to learning when learners cannot accu-
rately apply cognitive and metacognitive strategies in selecting relevant informa-
tional content (Sabourin et al. 2013). The current study explores limited autonomy
as a scaffold to support learners in selecting relevant information from scientific
texts in a GBLE.
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Theoretical Framework: Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning

GBLEs, such as Crystal Island, include multiple types and representations of informa-
tion such as books and posters that learners must read and comprehend by selecting,
organizing, and integrating relevant information in order to learn about microbiology
and therefore solve the mystery. We used Mayer’s (2014) Cognitive Theory of
Multimedia Learning (CTML) which is based on three basic assumptions: 1) there
are two separate processing channels that learners use to gather and interpret visual
(e.g., picture) and verbal (e.g., audio) information; 2) learners are limited in the amount
of information they can process simultaneously within each channel; and 3) learners are
active in processing given information (e.g., Burkett & Azevedo, 2012; Butcher 2014).
In addition, CTML addresses five cognitive processes which are combined into three
phases: (1) selecting, (2) organizing, and (3) integrating information. Selecting refers to
identifying relevant information from multimedia such as text and images. Organizing
involves developing cognitive models from information selected, thus prompting the
integration of prior knowledge into learners’ new cognitive models to create an updated
model of knowledge.

While not explicitly related to autonomy, self-regulation, and GBLEs, we extended
Mayer’s (2014) CTML by arguing that the second and third assumptions closely align
with previous assumptions about autonomy where learners actively process visual and
verbal information presented as multimedia instructional materials, requiring learners to
dynamically and accurately select, organize, and integrate multiple representations of
information embedded in GBLEs (such as Crystal Island) by using their monitoring and
self-regulatory skills as needed, depending on the amount of autonomy. In summary,
we used and extended Mayer’s CTML by testing the impact of varying levels of
autonomy (in versions of the same GBLE), on learners’ interactions with informational
text and resulting learning gains.

Application of Metacognitive Processes, Autonomy, and CTML

CTML integrates cognitive processes and, when contextualized to learning, addresses
learners’metacognitive processes and competencies. For instance, according to CTML,
a learner must first select relevant information from informational content presented to
learners within non-dynamic learning environments (e.g., tutoring systems, multime-
dia). Relevant information is identified as content critical to learners’ goals. For
example, the goal of Crystal Island is to learn microbiology concepts by interacting
with the environment. As such, goals that pertain to learning domain content may be
defined by the presence of an explicitly communicated goal (e.g., instructions on how
to complete a GBLE), or through covert methods (e.g., pretest items detailing concepts
learned within a GBLE). Within GBLEs, learners must constantly monitor their
progress towards goals as they select, organize, and integrate information they identi-
fied as relevant to the overall objective (e.g., learning domain knowledge; Azevedo
et al. 2018). As such, CTML indirectly incorporates learners’ metacognitive process-
ing, where learners select information relevant to their goal (Greene and Azevedo
2009). Selecting relevant informational content is difficult to achieve for learners who
are given little direction in deciding which information to select that will aid in
achieving goals to increase learning and complete the game (Greene et al. 2010).
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Therefore, in this paper, we argue that the level of autonomy is an integral part of
learners’ ability to successfully demonstrate metacognitive processes.

Previous literature has primarily used CTML to study non-dynamic environments
(e.g. Cierniak et al. 2009). However, some studies have used CTML with applications
to military training (e.g., Serge 2014) and foreign language acquisition (e.g., Alghamdi
2016) within dynamic learning environments (e.g., GBLEs, augmented reality). Lim-
ited research has examined how CTML can be applied to GBLEs that contain infor-
mational content in STEM domains and how, in combination with external constraints
(i.e., autonomy), these factors influence cognitive and metacognitive processes and
their relation to learning. Further, the limited number of studies examining CTML with
GBLEs (e.g., Serge 2014) have not incorporated various process data necessary for
examining cognitive and metacognitive processes. Therefore, there is a major gap in
using CTML to study GBLEs, and how this model contributes to measuring learning,
examining learners’ interactions with game elements, and using process data to capture
and understand cognitive and metacognitive processes critical for learning with
GBLEs.

Process Data in Game-Based Learning

Multichannel process data facilitates researchers’ ability to infer the cognitive and
metacognitive processes that learners engage in by capturing and analyzing learners’
interactions with learning environments (Azevedo and Gasevic 2019). This term, used
throughout metacognition and self-regulated learning literature, refers to the variables
which originate frommultiple data streams (e.g., log files, eye tracking; Azevedo and Taub
2020). This paper emphasizes the use of multi-channel process data, log files and eye
tracking, to examine how learners interact with multiple text presentations within a GBLE.

Log Files during Game-Based Learning

A plethora of studies have harnessed and analyzed in-game behaviors using log files
since these data capture the frequency and duration at which learners initiate actions
during game-based learning. A study by Taub et al. (2018) investigated whether log
files could distinguish between scientific-reasoning and problem-solving behaviors
during game-based learning. By utilizing sequential pattern-mining analysis, log files
revealed two distinct groups where participants were efficient and less efficient in their
scientific-reasoning behaviors related to completing the game. Another study by Cheng
et al. (2015) examined log files and their relation to conceptual learning and game
performance. They found that the frequency and duration of viewing relevant infor-
mation was associated with game performance, where the more frequent and longer
time spent viewing relevant information were positively associated with game perfor-
mance and conceptual learning (Cheng et al. 2015). Similarly, Spires et al. (2011)
examined middle-school students learning outcomes based on their scientific-reasoning
actions (i.e., hypothesis vs. experimental actions) using log files. Results indicated that
generating effective hypotheses during problem solving was positively associated with
higher learning outcomes and game performance. Recently, studies have introduced
models to assess students’ developing knowledge and skills based on their in-game
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actions using log files (Shute 2011). A study by Akram et al. (2018) proposed a
temporal-analytics framework that uses recurrent neural networks, a class of deep-
learning methods that account for the temporal sequences in learners’ log files, to
analyze problem-solving strategies. Specifically, this analytical framework clustered
students into groups based on the sequence of problem-solving strategies during game-
based learning to develop predictive models that gauged competency and performance.
From these studies, log files are primarily used to assess and predict learners’ cognitive
processes, learning, and performance as they interact with GBLEs.

Major challenges persist as researchers solely rely on log files to quantify learning
and infer cognitive and metacognitive self-regulated learning processes (Azevedo et al.
2018; Winne 2018). Log files provide time-stamps for all learners’ in-game actions, but
do not provide fine-grained contextual information such as which elements learners
were looking at when (e.g., content) they opened (i.e., they provide info that a specific
book in a GBLE was open for a certain amount of time and preceded by another action
and subsequently led to another action). We argue that log files need to be supple-
mented with finer-grained information supplied from eye-tracking data to examine
attention allocation, gaze behaviors, and other relevant information that can be used to
infer cognitive and metacognitive processes.

Eye-Tracking Methodology during Game-Based Learning

A large portion of studies have used eye tracking to investigate learning with GBLEs as
it has been shown to reveal implicit indices of intent, reasoning, cognition,
metacognitive monitoring, and decision-making processes (Taub et al. in press; Chen
and Tsai 2015; Lai et al. 2013; Park et al. 2016). A study by Kiili et al. (2014)
investigated pre- and post-test performance and its relation to total fixation and saccade
duration on relevant and irrelevant informational content as learners interacted with
GBLEs. They found that patterns in eye-gaze behaviors indicated when learners did not
identify content relevant to the learning objective (Kiili et al. 2014). Tsai et al. (2016)
utilized eye tracking to assess differences in eye-gaze behaviors between high- and
low-domain knowledge groups as they completed a problem-based learning task using
a GBLE. They found that participants who had little to no domain knowledge before
learning with the game demonstrated longer and more frequent fixations on most game
features in the GBLE compared to the high prior knowledge group. This study suggests
that differences in eye-tracking data to mental exertion when taking prior knowledge
into account, further supporting when learners demonstrate cognitive processing re-
quired to select and organize new information and integrate the new information into a
coherent model. Another study investigated eye-gaze patterns as participants solved
various problems with differing levels of difficulty (Lin 2014). This study concluded
that longer time spent fixating on difficult problems relative to less difficult problems
was indicative of higher cognitive load due to complex processing required for more
difficult problems. These studies show that eye-tracking allow researchers to detect,
measure, and understand cognitive processes related to selecting, organizing, and
integrating information, and to examine how these processes relate to learning out-
comes, performance, and comprehension during game-based learning (Mayer 2019;
Plass et al. 2020). However, major challenges continue to persist because, while eye-
tracking captures where learners allocate their attention and fixate on elements during
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learning with GBLEs, it fails to directly capture learners’ level of understanding. For
instance, if learners fixate on text in a book within a GBLE, eye-gaze behavior can
indicate which information learners selectively attend to, but not the extent to which
information was understood. A study by O’Keefe et al. (2014) used fixation durations
and transitions between areas of interest to examine how multiple representations
within a science simulation corresponded to learning with high school students. While
this study found that fixation durations on multiple representations were not related to
learning, the eye-gaze transitions between multiple representations can indicate
learners’ comprehension and transfer of illustrated concepts (O’Keefe et al. 2014).
This study emphasizes the limitation of using fixation durations in connection to
learning as well as the strength of using gaze transitions between elements within a
learning environment to examine learning processes. However, the aforementioned
studies use either log files or eye tracking to provide evidence of learning and
performance. By converging multichannel data, our paper mitigates limitations and
provides evidence of overt and covert cognitive and metacognitive processes that
learners’ employ while completing a single action within GBLEs.

Combining Eye-Tracking and Log Files during Game-Based Learning In this current
study, we harnessed the strengths of both eye tracking and log files as two critical
data channels in examining underlying cognitive and metacognitive processes
during learning about microbiology with Crystal Island. Empirical studies show
that capturing multiple channels of process data to classify learning processes is
superior than a single data channel (Alonso-Fernández et al. 2019; Di Mitri et al.
2019; Giannakos et al. 2019). Specifically, a study by Taub et al. (2017) assessed
cognitive and metacognitive self-regulatory processes using eye-gaze and log-file
data with a GBLE, and how these in-game behaviors related to learning and
performance. Their findings highlighted that combining eye-gaze and log-file data
during game-based learning taps into the quality of cognitive and metacognitive
processes such that log files capture the quantity of in-game actions, but eye-gaze
data reveal more information on the quality of cognitive and metacognitive
processing. Similarly, a study by Dever and Azevedo (2019a) examined eye-gaze
and log-file data to investigate metacognition and how its use related to textual
comprehension and performance during game-based learning. Their results showed
that eye-gaze and log-file data quantified, not only when a participant was opening
textual information, but also fixating on it and suggested higher learning gains were
predicted by both the frequency and duration learners spent examining informa-
tional texts. However, critical gaps exist as few studies have compared and com-
bined eye-tracking and log-file data to quantify and understand learning processes
involved in game-based learning, and how they contribute to comprehension and
learning.

Current Study

To address the major gaps in literature related to evaluating scaffolding in GBLEs and
using CTML to assess learners’ metacognitive competency in selecting relevant
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information when accounting for autonomy, this study examined how learners
interacted with various types of informational text presentations, selected relevant
information, and whether these interactions differed between levels of autonomy. We
further examined how these constructs impacted learning captured using multichannel
process data (i.e., eye tracking, log files) during learning with a GBLE, Crystal Island.
Within this paper we addressed four research questions:

Research Question 1) Do prior knowledge and learning gains significantly differ
between learners with varying levels of autonomy?
Research Question 2) Do learners’ process data for each type of informational text
presentation predict learning gains?
Research Question 3) Do learners’ varying levels of autonomy influence how
learners interact with each type of informational text presentation?
Research Question 4) Do learners’ varying levels of autonomy and the relevancy
of informational text influence how learners interact with each type of
presentation?

We directly address these research questions by examining multichannel process
data generated during learning with Crystal Island to capture how learners
interacted with different types of informational text presentations and whether
these interactions vary based on level of autonomy, the relevancy of the
informational text content, and whether these process data are related to learn-
ing. For the first research question, we hypothesized that participants’ pretest
scores measuring prior knowledge of microbiology will not differ between
conditions due to the randomization of the assigned autonomy conditions.
Further, we hypothesized that normalized change scores will be higher for those
in the partial agency condition than the full agency condition, as learners who
are unable to accurately demonstrate cognitive and metacognitive processes
have greater learning gains when control over their actions is restricted
(Sabourin et al. 2013). For the second research question, we hypothesized that
types of informational text presentations containing text and diagrams (e.g.,
NPCs, posters) will positively predict normalized change scores, as CTML
states that learning with text and diagrams will increase learning compared to
one informational presentation. For the third research question, we first hypoth-
esized that participant interactions captured using process data will differ across
text presentations, where participants will spend more time on rich scientific
text provided by books, or books that were text-dependent and provided more
information on a single, complex topic. Secondly, we hypothesized that partic-
ipants in the partial agency condition will have greater durations on informa-
tional text than those in the full agency condition. Lastly, for the fourth
research question, we hypothesized that participants in the partial agency
condition will demonstrate greater durations and fixation durations on informa-
tional text presentations across pretest-relevant presentations than those in the
full agency condition. This is supported by previous literature (Mayer 2014;
Sabourin et al. 2013) as learners who are provided scaffolding will demonstrate
a greater ability to identify and select relevant information compared to those
with no support.
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Methods

Participants and Materials

A sample of 120 undergraduate students were recruited from a large North American
public university and participated in this study to learn about microbiology with a
GBLE. However, only 1052 undergraduate students (68.7% female), split between
three conditions, full agency (N = 48), partial agency (N = 35), and no agency (N = 32)
were included in our analyses due to missing data points, and measurement errors (e.g.,
eye-tracking calibration errors). The no agency condition is included only in specific
research questions due to the nature of the condition itself, the data that is available for
the condition, and the nature of the research questions. Ages ranged from 18 to 29 (M =
20.0, SD = 1.80).

Upon written consent, participants were administered a range of questionnaires
before learning with the GBLE, which included demographics questions to gauge
age, gender, ethnicity, and familiarity with video games (e.g., type of game, weekly
length of play time) and self-report questionnaires to capture participants’ emotions and
motivation. We do not provide additional information about these scales to maintain
concision in this paper as these data were not included in our statistical models. After
participants answered the demographics and self-report items, they completed a 21-
item, 4-option multiple-choice microbiology pre-test developed by a domain expert.
These items addressed a range of topics such as the shape of a cell to identifying a
genetic disease given a list of symptoms. All information measured on the pretest was
provided in Crystal Island through various informational sources such as dialogue with
NPCs (see Fig. 1) and reading books (see Fig. 2) and posters (see Fig. 3). After
participants finished the objectives of the game, they were immediately administered
another set of questionnaires to gauge self-efficacy for learning science, emotions, and
motivation. Additionally, we administered a similar 21-item, 4-option microbiology
posttest to capture knowledge gained after learners interacted with the GBLE. We
excluded one pre- and posttest item from our analyses since we operationalized actions
based on their relevance to pre-test items and one of the corresponding pretest items has
conflicting information provided in the game. For example, participants could gather
information about the reproduction of bacteria and viruses, but while one book provides
the correct answer (i.e., bacteria can produce sexually or asexually), a poster and book
both state a different answer (i.e., bacteria reproduce asexually). The question, when
referring to the correct information regarding viral and bacterial reproduction, does not
provide a correct answer. Therefore, this question was excluded from both pre- and
posttests and a total score out of 20 was modified for these analyses.

Crystal Island Environment

Crystal Island (Rowe et al. 2011), a narrative-centered GBLE, encourages learners to
develop scientific-reasoning and problem-solving skills along with learning microbiol-
ogy. Learners within this environment are charged with diagnosing fellow researchers

1 In the original AIED 2019 paper (i.e., Dever and Azevedo 2019a) we reported on 90 participants originating
from the same study.
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on a remote island who have contracted a mysterious illness by interacting with
different elements (see Fig. 2) provided by the environment. To solve the mystery,
learners must provide the name (e.g., influenza, salmonellosis), source (e.g., bread,
milk, eggs), and treatment (e.g., rest, vaccination) of a disease to complete the game.
Once on the island, learners converse with non-player characters (NPCs) who provide
information for either solving the mystery (e.g., symptoms) or information related to
domain content knowledge, (e.g., the size of bacteria). Learners are also provided
informational content in the form of books and research articles scattered around the
island which contain blocks of text related to domain knowledge and may be used to

Fig. 1 Example of an NPC in Crystal Island

Fig. 2 Example of a book in Crystal Island
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complete the game. These books and research articles contain concept matrices which
are used as performance measures, testing on the information from the corresponding
text. Posters within Crystal Island provide short, sometimes uninformative, text and
visuals that may coincide with the mystery of Crystal Island or the domain knowledge.
For example, a poster may show an example of bacteria or virus structures with labels
indicating the location of these structures. Often, the posters redundantly overlap
information presented in books and research articles or conveyed by NPCs. Other tools
and elements in Crystal Island include a scanner to hypothesize the disease and test
food items to see if that disease is present. Learners are also given a diagnostic
worksheet which allows for the documentation of symptoms, likeliness of the correct
diagnosis to be a certain disease, and results from the scanning process. All items are
necessary to complete the game.

Experimental Conditions

Participants were randomly assigned to one of three conditions after giving informed
consent. Each of the conditions differed in level of autonomy participants were afforded
during learning with Crystal Island. Specifically, the (1) full agency condition allocated
complete autonomy to participants such that they could initiate any actions without
constraints during learning. These actions included selecting elements to interact with
such as books and research articles and testing food items when the participants wished,
whereas the (2) partial agency condition set constraints on participants’ actions by
establishing a “ideal” path that participants were required to follow in order to complete
the game. For example, participants were required to visit buildings in a specific
sequence aimed at maximizing informational content acquisition (e.g., going to a
building with information about influenza and then another building to talk with a
non-player character about the symptoms of influenza). In the (3) no agency condition,
participants watched a playthrough of the game using a third-person perspective
without interacting with the game elements such as books and research articles or

Fig. 3 Example of a poster in Crystal Island
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control the playthrough video (e.g., play, pause). This restricted any autonomy as
participants learned with Crystal Island. These conditions were developed to represent
the varying levels of autonomy that may be present throughout a GBLE to implicitly
scaffold learners as they interact with the environment. As with most GBLEs, the full
agency condition within Crystal Island represents the state of most GBLEs and how
learners typically interact with these learning environments. Within this condition,
participants are not provided any scaffolding while selecting and reading informational
text presentations. Conversely, the partial agency condition implicitly scaffolds learners
as they directly interact with the environment. The no agency condition did not allocate
any level of autonomy to the participants as they learned with Crystal Island, and
conversely did not serve as an implicit scaffold or directly support the participant. As
such, we did not include participants in the no agency condition in parts of our
analyses, but we include information about the conditions for replicability purposes.

Between the full and partial agency conditions, there were differences in their time
on task. On average, participants in the full agency condition completed the game
within 80.47 (SD = 19.97) minutes, while those assigned to the partial agency condition
completed the game in 93.74 (SD = 15.71) minutes. While participants within different
conditions differed in their time on task, they were not constrained in the time they
could spend within their environment. In addition, total time in game accounts for
multiple actions including editing the worksheet, completing concept matrices, and
scanning food items. As such, total time on task was not considered as a covariate for
the analyses, but rather the proportion of time spent on informational text presentations
and the frequency of interactions learners had with NPCs, books and research articles,
and posters (see Preliminary Analyses).

Apparatus

In this study, we captured eye-gaze behaviors and log files of each participant. An SMI
RED250 eye tracker was used to collect participants’ eye gaze behavior. Participants
were calibrated using a 9-point calibration. This eye tracker was screen-based which sat
at the bottom of the computer screen and had a sampling rate of 250 Hz which recorded
250 samples per second. Data from this eye tracker provided fixations, fixation
durations, and regressions which where based off of predetermined areas of interest
(AOIs). Log files were captured using information from the mouse and keyboard. This
included the selection, or mouse clicks, of certain elements and objects in the Crystal
Island environment, the time spent within one element (i.e., duration), and the move-
ment of the participant throughout Crystal Island.

Participants’ facial expressions of emotion and electrodermal activity (EDA) were
identified using facial recognition of emotion software, implemented using iMotions
FACET software run through Attention Tool 6.3 (iMotions 2016), and a physiological
bracelet respectively. Data from the facial recognition and EDA bracelet were collected
using Attention Tool 6.3 and analyzed using the baseline from each participant. The
emotion recognition software analyzed 10 different emotions (e.g., happiness, sadness,
confusion, anger, etc.) as participants interacted with Crystal Island. The EDA bracelet
collected participants’ skin conductance and heart rate. These data were collected, but
not used for the analyses in the current study as the interpretation of these data and their
units of measures were out of the paper’s scope.
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Experimental Procedure

Upon entering the laboratory setting, a researcher greeted participants and instructed
them to sit in front of a complete to complete a series of questionnaires such as
demographics questions and multiple self-report scales as well as a microbiology
pretest to capture prior knowledge of the domain. Self-report scales included the
Achievement Emotions Questionnaire (Pekrun et al. 2011) and the Achievement Goals
Questionnaire (Elliot and Murayama 2008). Participants spent approximately 35 min to
complete the pretest measures. Once the measures were completed, participants were
calibrated to the SMI EYERED 250 eye tracker using a 9-point calibration to accurately
measure individual eye-gaze behaviors. Next, participants were instructed to express a
neutral facial expression and remain calm during calibration to the facial recognition of
emotions software and electrodermal bracelet to determine a baseline that were cap-
tured using the Attention Tool 6.3 (see Fig. 4 of participant set up). After successful
calibration, participants started learning with Crystal Island. Upon starting the game,
participants were told that to complete the game, they needed to accurately diagnose the
mystery illness plaguing the research camp and provide an appropriate solution treat the
disease (e.g., influenza). The importance of searching for clues using the various tools
(e.g., books, research articles, conversing with non-player characters) provided to
participants during game-based learning were emphasized during the tutorial phase of
the game. As participants interacted with elements in Crystal Island, we captured their
process data that ranged from eye movements (e.g., fixation and saccades), facial
expressions of emotions (e.g., neutral, joy, frustration), and log files (e.g., time spent
engaging in actions). After participants completed the game by providing the correct
treatment solution to the mystery illness, they were administered a posttest to measure
differences in microbiology knowledge. After participants finished the task, we admin-
istered several self-report questionnaires which addressed different concepts (i.e.,
motivation, interest) than those administered for the pretest. Posttests included the
Intrinsic Motivation Inventory (Ryan 1982), Perceived Interest Questionnaire
(Schraw et al. 1995), and the Presence Questionnaire (Witmer and Singer 1998).
Collectively, participants completed posttest measures in approximately 35 min. The
pre- and posttest self-report scales were not considered as this study did not examine
emotions, motivation, or self-efficacy, but directly questioned how process data mea-
sured through eye tracking and log files are utilized in understanding participant
interactions with game elements. Afterwards, the researcher debriefed, compensated
$10/h (up to $30), and thanked the participants for their time.

Coding and Scoring

Types of Informational Text Presentations

Crystal Island presents information in three different ways: (1) informative text with an
uninformative visual (i.e., the visual does not add additional information that is not
already provided in the text such as text on influenza with a picture of red blood cells),
(2) informative text with no visuals (e.g., books and research articles), and (3) inter-
changeably informative and uninformative text and visuals (e.g., text and visuals that
do not address items on pre- and posttest content knowledge measures vs. text and
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visuals that directly address items on pre- and posttest content knowledge measures).
NPCs also convey information that discuss domain knowledge. We characterized
NPCs as interactions that contain both visuals and text. However, the visuals are the
depiction of the NPC themselves where there is no information that is conveyed by the
visual alone. The text serves as a dialogue between the NPC and the participant where
the participant selects a predefined prompt pertaining to domain-specific content (e.g.,
“What is the smallest type of living organism?”) and the NPC will respond via text and
audio information related to the prompt. We operationalized books and research articles
as text with no supporting visuals. Posters varied by how informative the information
was to the participant. For example, the visuals provided in one poster may have
conveyed information useful for acquiring domain knowledge (e.g. visual and
supporting text of a cell wall) while another contained a visual with no related
information to the domain (e.g., picture of a rainbow). We classified three types of
presentations used during learning with Crystal Island: (1) NPCs (i.e., informative text
with uninformative visuals), (2) books and research articles (i.e., informative text with
no visuals), and (3) posters (i.e., informative text with a combination of informative and
uninformative visuals).

Fig. 4 Experimental set-up illustrating instrumented participant
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Pretest Relevancy of Items

The individual items (e.g., specific book or NPC) of the different types of informational
text presentations were separated into categories based on their relevance to items on
the pretest. For example, the pretest question “What is the smallest type of living
organism” is addressed by an NPC named Robert who explains that, “Bacteria are the
smallest type of living organism.” This directly addresses the question, and therefore,
interactions with Robert were labeled as relevant to the pretest. Between a total of 40
informational presentations, 47.5% of all types of presentations were relevant to pretest
items (see Table 1). This categorization stems from priming literature (e.g., Mcnamara
2005) and assumes that participants should be more likely to identify information that
relate to pretest answers as instructionally relevant as the learners have been pre-
exposed to topics needed to successfully complete the posttest.

Normalized Change Scores

Learning gains from pretest to posttest were calculated using normalized change scores
based on each participant’s pretest and posttest scores to mitigate learners’ pretest score
biases (Marx and Cummings 2007). The normalized change scores captured changes in
domain knowledge during the learning session with Crystal Island while controlling for
the level of prior domain knowledge to ensure the scores were not biased towards
participants who had greater prior knowledge about microbiology. Normalized change
scores were calculated using Eqs. 1–3 depending on the difference between the pre- and
posttest scores:

Normalized Change ¼ post−pre
100−pre

ð1Þ

Normalized Change ¼ 0 ð2Þ

Normalized Change ¼ post−pre
pre

ð3Þ

Table 1 Pretest relevancy item per type of presentation

Type of presentation Total Pretest-relevant % of Pretest-relevant

NPCs 9 3 33.3%

Books & Research articles 21 12 57.1%

Posters 10 4 40.0%

All 40 19 47.5%
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Equation 1 was applied when posttest scores were greater than pretest scores (i.e., the
participant had more correct answers after the learning session and this included 70
[84%] participants in our sample). Equation 2 was applied when participants received
the same score on the pretest and posttest (6 or 7% of the sample). Equation 3 was
applied when participants had lower posttest scores relative to their pretest scores (7
participants or 8% of the sample). One participant with a normalized change score of 1
was removed from analyses as they were the only participant to receive a 100% on the
posttest and which may have been caused by the ceiling effect (see Marx and
Cummings 2007). The normalized change score was used in order to contextualize
learning gains.

Eye-Tracking Data

Eye-tracking was used to identify fixation durations on AOIs (e.g., time spent fixating
on text in books and research articles). In this study, we created predefined AOIs
around the posters, books, research articles, and NPC visual/dialogue combined to
identify the length of time participants fixated on the specific informational text
presentations. A fixation in this study was operationally defined as a relatively still
gaze on an AOI for a minimum of 250 ms (Salvucci and Goldberg 2000; see Fig. 5).
The fixation durations in this study used seconds as a unit of measurement. Figure 5
provides visualizations of AOIs and fixations. The AOIs are represented by the colored
shading over the NPC, dialogue box, book, and poster. The numbered circles show the
order in which the fixations on AOIs occurred as well as a relative fixation duration
indicated by the size of the indicator where a greater fixation duration is depicted by a
larger circle.

Log-File Data

We used log-file data sequence and duration of participant interactions with game
elements during learning with Crystal Island. Through these data, we identified differ-
ent paths learners took and how they interacted with different game elements (i.e.,
books vs. NPCs). Specifically, when participants selected a poster, book, research
article, or NPC, we captured and analyzed the frequency and time (in seconds) spent
interacting with each of these game elements. Within this study, references made to
log-file and eye-tracking data pertain to durations and fixation durations respectively.
The differentiation between these two types of data are important in the connotation of
cognitive processes that are represented by each. Log-file data indicate the opening and
closing of an informational source (e.g., book). This denotes the selection process and
the time spent within this source. Alternatively, eye-tracking data identifies fixations on

Fig. 5 Example visualizations for NPCs, books, and posters
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the content of the source where this accounts for the participant looking off-screen or
fixating on objects other than the content. As such, eye tracking denotes reading
interactions whereas log files indicate overall time generally interacting with the object.

Outlier Removal

Outliers in the eye-tracking and log-file data were identified using boxplots and
subsequently removed from the dataset. A total of 10 observations from the dataset
containing 4779 observations from all 83 participants were removed, resulting in a total
of 4769 observations between all participants.

Statistical Pre-Processing and Analysis

Data processing and analyses were completed using statistical programs Python
(Python Core Team 2015) and R (RStudio Team 2018). Process data for analyses
were collected and cleaned using Python. R was used to conduct statistical analyses. A
three-level model used for this study was run using the ‘lmer’ and further analyzed with
the ‘analyze’ functions using the ‘lme4’ (Bates et al. 2015) and ‘psycho’ (Makowski
2018) packages in R respectively.

Model Selection

The fitted three-level model uses three levels to explain differences in the data (see
Fig. 6). This study utilized two models containing the same category of levels for each
type of process data (e.g., eye-tracking, log-file). The third level for both models
contains the participants who are separated based on their condition assignment. The
second level contains the relevancy of level 1, types of informational text presentations,
to answering the pretest items. The first level contains either the duration (captured
from log files) or fixation duration (captured from eye-tracking) of the text, separating
the two three-level models in terms of which process data each address. We identify the
first level as being nested within pretest relevancy and the second level as being nested
within participants. Maximum likelihood was used to fit both models to the data. From
83 participants, a total of 4769 observations were used to fit both models.
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Presentations

Types of 
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Fig. 6 Selected three-level model
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Results

Preliminary Analyses

Preliminary analyses examined whether there were differences between informational
text presentation process data to justify the analyses and interpretation of multiple types
of data. Three paired t-tests were run to examine whether there were differences in the
log-file and eye-tracking data between the types of presentations (see Table 2 for
descriptive statistics). There was a significant difference, t(1,82) = 6.73, p < .0001, in
the participant interactions with NPCs, where the durations of these instances were, on
average, less than the fixation durations. Another paired t-test found a significant
difference (t(1,82) = 2.87, p < .01) in participant interaction with books and research
articles where participants had greater durations than fixation durations on these types
of informational presentations. The third paired t-test identified differences in the types
of data on posters (t(1,82) = −12.0, p < .0001) where, on average, durations were
smaller than fixation durations.

In sum, these preliminary findings suggest that there are significant differences in
log-file and eye-tracking data regarding informational presentations in the Crystal
Island environment. From these findings, we may not conclude that the cognitive and
metacognitive processes measured from log-file and eye-tracking data can be inter-
changeably modeled. For example, because we see that fixation duration on books and
research articles were shorter than the log file durations of when these were open on the
screen, it might suggest participants were fixating elsewhere on the screen or distracted
from reading. The fixation durations for NPCs and posters were longer than the log file
durations. This suggests that participants fixated on the NPCs and posters before
selecting the NPC to talk to or the poster to read. As such, this suggests that log files
may be a more accurate measure of participant interaction with information whereas
eye tracking may be a more accurate measure of intention. Therefore, we must keep the
log-file and eye-tracking data distinct in the further analyses to correctly understand and
interpret how each channel of data contributes to participants’ internal processes,
external constraints, and subsequent interactions with the GBLE.

To address the presence of covariates within this study’s analyses, learners’ propor-
tion of time spent on collecting information from NPCs, books and research articles,
and posters as well as the frequency of these interactions are compared between
conditions. First, two t-tests for log-file and eye-tracking data were run to examine
how conditions differed in their proportion of time spent collecting all information

Table 2 Descriptive statistics of preliminary analyses of log-files and eye-tracking data

Type of informational text presentation Log file Eye tracking

M(sec) SD(sec) M(sec) SD(sec)

NPCs 529.4 103.0 625.0 155.6

Books & Research articles 1829.5 554.3 1680.5 825.8

Posters 80.4 34.8 121.3 53.8

NPC Non-player characters
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during their time within the environment. There were no differences between the full
(M = 0.46, SD = 0.07) and partial (M = 0.50, SD = 0.07) agency conditions for duration
proportion, t(85.3) = 0.94, p > .05. Similarly, full (M = 0.46, SD = 0.14) and partial
(M = 0.49, SD = 0.16) agency conditions did not differ in their proportion of fixation
durations, t(96.8) = 0.90, p > .05. Overall, the proportion of time collecting information
does not vary between conditions.

Further analyses examined how conditions differed in their interactions with infor-
mational text presentations. Participants’ interactions with informational text presenta-
tions were determined by the amount of control they were allowed within Crystal
Island where participants in the partial agency were required to interact with all
informational text presentations and those with full agency were not limited in their
interactions. Three chi-squared tests were conducted to identify if participants differed
in their informational text presentation frequency. Conditions did not vary in their
frequency of NPC (X2 = 19.3, p > .05), book and research article (X 2 = 36.7, p > .05),
and poster (X2 = 17.5, p > .05) interactions (see Table 3). Overall, condition did not
influence the frequency with which learners interacted with informational text
presentations.

Research Question 1: Do Prior Knowledge and Learning Gains Significantly Differ
Between Learners with Varying Levels of Autonomy?

For this research question, we included the no agency condition (N = 32) in addition to
the full and partial agency conditions to analyze how participants with no autonomy
learn with Crystal Island in comparison to participants afforded autonomy. We ran two
ANOVAs for differences in both prior knowledge and normalized change scores
between the three conditions. Results indicate that participants between each condition
did not differ in their prior knowledge, F(2,112) = 2.37, p > .05. Further results indi-
cated that those in the partial agency condition (M = 0.45, SD = 0.27) had significantly
higher normalized change scores than those in the full agency condition (M = 0.32,
SD = 0.26; t(1,71.1) = 2.20, p = 0.03) and participants in the no agency condition (M =
0.12, SD = .26; t(1,64.8) = 5.14, p < .0001; see Fig. 7). Participants with full agency had
significantly greater normalized change scores than those in the no agency condition,
t(1,65.6) = 3.46, p < .001. Overall, participants did not differ in prior knowledge be-
tween groups but did show a difference in their normalized change scores, with the
partial agency condition learning more than learners with full and no autonomy. This
suggests participants who were given restricted control (but therefore more scaffolding)
over their choice of interacting with NPCs, read books and research articles, and

Table 3 Frequency of informational text presentations between conditions

Type of informational text presentation Full agency Partial agency

M SD M SD

NPCs 18.7 5.98 19.9 5.23

Books & Research articles 22.2 6.77 27.3 7.66

Posters 13.2 4.51 15.1 4.29
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consult posters in the environment had a significantly greater learning outcomes than
those given complete control or no control over their actions in the environment.

Research Question 2: Do Learners’ Process Data for Each Type of Informational Text
Presentation Predict Learning Gains?

Log-File Data

We first ran Pearson correlations for the participants’ total content durations on each of
the text presentations and normalized change scores (see Table 3). While total durations
on NPCs and posters were not correlated with normalized change scores (p > .05), the
total duration on books and research articles are significantly correlated with partici-
pants’ normalized change scores, r(83) =0.27, p = 0.02. In other words, the time a
participant spent on books and research articles was significantly related to their
learning.

A simple linear regression was calculated to identify if the total duration on books
and research articles could predict participants’ normalized change scores while con-
trolling for participants’ individual book and research article frequency and their
proportion of time interacting with each type of informational text presentation. While
durations on books and research articles are correlated with learning gains, when
controlling for participants’ frequency of book and research article interactions, these
durations are unable to predict participants’ normalized change scores.

Eye-Tracking Data

We calculated Pearson correlations for the participants’ total content fixation durations
on each of the text presentations and normalized change scores. Similar to the log-file

Fig. 7 Visualization of normalized change score differences between conditions
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data correlations, fixation durations on books and research articles was significantly
correlated with participants’ normalized change scores, r(83) = 0.24, p = 0.03, while
fixation durations on NPCs and posters were not, p > .05. We calculated a simple linear
regression to identify if total fixation duration on books and research articles could
predict participants’ normalized change scores while controlling for participants’ book
and research article frequency and their proportion of time interacting with each type of
informational text presentation. While fixation durations on books and research articles
are correlated with participants’ normalized change scores, when controlling for par-
ticipants’ frequency of book and research article interactions, participants’ fixation
durations on these types of text presentations are unable to predict their learning gains
(p > 0.05).

In sum, log-file (durations) and eye-tracking data (fixation durations) on books and
research articles are significantly correlated with participants’ normalized change scores
in participants’ while NPCs or posters are not. However, process data are not predictive
of participants’ normalized change scores. From these analyses, we question if partic-
ipants’ interactions with text presentations measured by process data is related to the
quality of the information within the NPCs, books and research articles, and posters and
the autonomy participants are afforded within the environment.

Research Question 3: Do Learners’ Varying Levels of Autonomy Influence How
Learners Interact with Each Type of Informational Text Presentation?

Two separate two-way repeated measures ANOVAs for log-file and eye-tracking data
were run to analyze if there were significant differences between full and partial agency
conditions and within the different types of informational text presentations. For these
analyses, condition containing two levels (i.e., full agency, partial agency) represent the
between-subjects effect while the type of informational text presentation is the
between-subjects factor with each level (i.e., NPCs, books and research articles,
posters) are repeatedly measured for each participant as they complete the game.

Log-File Data

A two-way repeated measures ANOVA was run to identify the differences between
condition within the different types of informational text presentations using log-
file durations as an outcome variable. Results indicated a significant main effect of
condition, F(1,81) = 21.2, p < .0001, and type of informational text presentation on
durations, F(2,162) = 813.0, p < .0001. Results for the content durations yielded a
significant interaction value, F(2,162) = 11.5, p < .0001, between the condition and
the type of information presentation. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons of the within-
subjects factor supported significant differences between the content durations (i.e.,
types of text presentation; p < .0001). Specifically, participants interacted with
books and research articles (M = 1829.5 s, SD = 554.3 s) for a longer duration than
NPCs (M = 529.4, SD = 103.0) and posters (M = 80.4 s, SD = 34.8 s). All post- hoc
pairwise comparisons of the interaction effect (condition and type of text presen-
tation) indicated significant results using a Bonferroni correction (p < .017; see
Table 4) where participants in the partial agency had greater durations than those in
the full agency condition.
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Eye-Tracking Data

A two-way repeated measures ANOVA was run to identify the differences between
condition within the different types of informational text presentations using eye-
tracking fixation durations as an outcome variable. Findings indicated a significant
relationship between fixation duration and condition, F(1,81) = 6.92, p < .05, as
well as type of informational text presentation, F(2,162) = 261.2, p < .0001. Results
for content fixation durations yielded a significant interaction value, F(2,162) =
3.70, p < .05, between the condition and the type of information presentation.
Pairwise comparisons supported significant differences between the content dura-
tions of the within-subjects factor (i.e., types of text presentation; p < .0001) where
fixations on books and research articles (M = 1680.5 s, SD = 825.8 s) are greater
than those on NPCs (M = 625.0 s, SD = 155.6 s) and posters (M = 121.3 s, SD =
53.8 s). Post-hoc analyses with a Bonferroni correction (p < .05) identified signif-
icant pairwise comparisons between the levels of each factor (see Table 4) where
those in the partial agency tended to have greater fixations on each type of
presentation than those in the full agency.

In sum, log-file and eye-tracking data report similar findings where there are
differences in the durations and fixation durations between conditions them-
selves, indicating that the total duration and fixation duration spent interacting
with informational material in the environment differs between condition where
participants in the partial agency had consistently greater durations and fixation
durations than those in the full agency (see Table 4). When we introduce the
type of presentation as a within-subjects factor, we can identify differences in
the time spent and fixated on different types of presentations between the two
conditions.

Research Question 4: Do Learners’ Varying Levels of Autonomy and the Relevancy
of Informational Text Influence How Learners Interact with Each Type
of Presentation?

Conditional three-level growth models were run for process data (Fig. 8).

Table 4 Descriptive statistics and post-hoc comparisons of each process data

Process data Type of presentation Full agency Partial agency

M(sec) SD(sec) M(sec) SD(sec) t

Log-file NPCs 491.6 101.1 581.1 81.7 −46.8*
Books & Research Articles 1643.3 526.8 2084.0 491.4 −30.1*
Posters 63.9 29.9 103.2 27.6 −20.9*

Eye-tracking NPCs 584.3 155.0 680.8 140.2 −36.6*
Books & Research Articles 1513.8 727.6 1909.1 905.4 −18.5*
Posters 105.3 55.7 143.4 42.7 −20.5*

*p < .0001
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Log-File Data

The first model examining differences in duration failed to converge, meaning that the
model that was run does not fit the data well. Therefore, we disregarded this model for
further analyses in order to accurately interpret the effects of condition, support of the
pretest, and type of informational text presentations.

Eye-Tracking Data

The second model examining differences in fixation durations has a total explanatory of
40.16% where we may then examine the effects of the type of informational text
presentations, relevance of the pretest questions, condition, and their interaction with
each other. The relevancy of pretest questions significantly contributes to this model,
t(4686) = 11.3, p < .001; std. β = 0.62. There is a significant difference between groups
of pretest relevancy where participants fixated significantly more on pretest-relevant
texts (M = 50.5 s, SD = 58.3 s) than pretest-irrelevant texts (M = 35.1 s, SD = 48.2 s),
not accounting for the type of informational text presentation. In addition to this main
effect and in support of previous analyses, books and research articles, t(123) = 12.2,
p < .001; std. β = 1.03, and posters, t(1377) = −4.36, p < .001; std. β = −0.23, signifi-
cantly contribute to the prediction of fixation durations (using NPCs as a reference
variable), where fixation durations on books and research articles (M = 69.0 s, SD =
65.3 s), NPCs (M = 32.6 s, SD = 37.1 s), and posters (M = 8.7 s, SD = 5.45 s) signifi-
cantly differ from each other. There is an interaction effect between types of informa-
tional text presentations and pretest relevancy (Table 5) where posters and pretest
relevancy, t(4687) = −7.36, p < .001; std. β = −0.62, as well as books and research
articles and pretest relevancy, t(4615) = −10.5, p < .001; std. β = −0.77, using NPC as
a reference variable, significantly contribute to the model’s overall explanatory power
of fixation durations. Interestingly, condition does not significantly contribute to the
overall model predicting fixation durations when separating informational text presen-
tations based on their contribution and relevance to the pretest.

In sum, differences in durations are not able to be accurately identified through a
complex model which takes into account repeated measures nested within multiple
levels. Differences in fixation durations, however, are able to be identified within types
of informational text presentations as well as whether or not the type of presentation
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p < .001
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Fig. 8 Three-level model used for process data
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item was relevant to information in the pretest that participants were exposed to prior to
interacting with Crystal Island. Participants, regardless of autonomy afforded,
interacted with more pretest-relevant text. However, looking at the descriptive statistics
(see Table 5), participants fixated longer on NPCs that were relevant to the pretest, but
fixated for a greater period of time on books and research articles as well as posters
which were not relevant to pretest answers. This could be used as a proxy addressing
learners’ competencies in metacognitive judgments where content evaluations were
accurate relating to information provided by NPCs, but not information presented by
the other types of presentations.

Discussion

In this study, we investigated types of informational text presentations and
autonomy to assess the impact of learning and metacognitive process use within
GBLEs captured through multiple types of data (i.e., eye-tracking, log-files).
Preliminary results indicated that log-file and eye-tracking data significantly
differed from each other when considering the overall time spent on different
types of informational text presentations. Generally, eye-tracking data (i.e.,
fixation durations on AOIs) was found to have longer durations than those
reported in log-files (i.e., durations of presentation instances) with the exception
of book and research article interactions. Although seemingly contradictory, this
is a result of the environment itself where learners could look at posters and
NPCs before interacting with them as indicated by log files. This addresses the
need for researchers to consider multiple types of data streams and analyses for
different GBLE features. These preliminary analyses further suggest a need for
future studies to examine which types of data accurately capture learner element
interactions within GBLEs and learners’ cognitive and metacognitive skills that
are demonstrated through these interactions. However, based on the findings of
the three-level model fit to durations and fixation durations, we suspect that
fixation duration on posters, books, and research articles captured cognitive
processes more accurately compared to log-file data, which captured cognitive
processes during NPC interactions more accurately. Additional preliminary anal-
yses confirmed that conditions did not differ in the proportion of time and the

Table 5 Descriptive statistics of pretest-relevant groups and types of informational text presentation fixation
durations

Pretest relevancy group Type of presentation N M(sec) SD(sec)

Relevant NPC 579 54.3 50.2

Books & Research Articles 1150 66.3 65.3

Posters 487 8.53 5.76

Not relevant NPCs 1101 20.2 17.4

Books & Research Articles 871 72.6 65.2

Posters 671 8.82 5.21
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frequency of instances for each type of informational presentation. As a result,
when conditions were compared, these factors were not included as covariates.

Overall Findings

Results from our first research question confirmed our hypothesis. There were no
differences in the level of prior knowledge between all three agency conditions but
suggested significant differences in learning gains between the conditions, where those
with restricted control (i.e., in the partial agency condition) over their actions had higher
learning gains compared to learners with full control. Learners with no agency had
significantly lower learning gains than those in the full and partial agency conditions.
This is partially consistent with previous research studies showing that limited autonomy
within GBLEs increases learning outcomes (Bradbury et al. 2017; Sabourin et al. 2013).
However, this emphasizes the need to moderate the autonomy afforded to learners where
learners who are too restricted (e.g., no agency) and learners who have full control (e.g.,
full agency) exemplify that extreme levels of autonomy do not outperform learners with a
moderate amount of control (e.g., partial agency). More specifically, this finding identifies
autonomy, moreover restricted autonomy, as a scaffold which supports learning through
directing learner interactions with informational content. As the availability of the text
presentations within Crystal Island was consistent regardless of conditions, where learners
were able to interact with the same amount of texts that share the same content, we must
question why participants with total control over their actions did not engage with all
information available to them through the environment.

Next, we investigated whether there were differences in the interactions of types of
text presentations and how these presentations relate to overall learning between
agency conditions. Results partially confirmed our hypotheses where time spent fixat-
ing and opening books and research articles were correlated with higher normalized
change scores, while NPCs and posters do not. We initially expected that duration and
fixation duration on types of text that contain both diagram and text would positively
predict learning gains. The finding that fixation and fixation duration on NPCs and
posters did not positively predict learning gains is misaligned with the CTML frame-
work (Mayer 2014). According to this framework, diagrams and text presented simul-
taneously, represented in this paper as NPCs and posters, were predicted to result in
greater learning rather than books and research articles. Our results showed that even
though durations and fixation durations on types of informational text presentations
while controlling for proportion of time and frequency of interactions cannot predict
learning gains, these process data for books and research articles are significantly
correlated with learning gains. We posit that participants valued the context-rich
information more than the presentation of a non-informative diagram alongside infor-
mative information. Future studies should examine if informative diagrams (e.g.,
physical symptoms of the illness) alongside relevant informative information (i.e.,
dialogue) are predictive of learning gains.

Our third research question investigated the differences in the duration and fixation
duration between condition within types of informational text presentations. Findings
confirmed our hypotheses and results suggested there were differences in total time
spent on all text presentations and fixating on informational content between agency
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conditions, where learners with partial control over their actions (but consequently
more scaffolding) consistently have greater durations and fixation durations on all types
of presentations than those with full control. From the results, we see a difference in the
overall time spent reading the types of informational text presentations where partici-
pants spent more time on books and research articles than any other presentation of
information, followed by NPCs and then posters. From this we conclude that partici-
pants valued the context-rich information provided by books and research articles,
closely following the conclusions from the previous research question. Examining the
interaction between condition and types of informational text presentations utilizing
process data, we see that there is a significant interaction where, accounting for each
type of presentation, there were differences between the two conditions where partial
agency had consistently greater durations and fixation durations than full agency. It is
important to note that these findings are consistent with preliminary findings where,
with the exception of NPCs, fixation durations on the presentation is less than
durations.

Finally, we investigated the interaction of durations and fixation durations
between condition, pretest-relevant items, and types of informational text presen-
tations. This research question aimed to identify how learners used metacognitive
processes within GBLEs which either limit or allow learners’ control over their
interactions with the environment. Overall results partially confirmed our hypoth-
eses where we initially expected to see a difference between conditions as previous
as previous studies have shown that autonomy is a detriment to learners’
metacognitive judgements (e.g., content evaluations; Bradbury et al. 2017;
Azevedo et al. 2019). However, the first model looking at durations would not
converge, indicating that an accurate model could not be identified with log-file
data. Our fitted model, using eye-tracking data, nested the items and presentations
within participants. Results showed significant differences in the time spent fixating
on books and research articles, NPCs, and posters, differences in fixation durations
related to the relevancy of pretest items, with a significant interaction between these
two factors, but there were no differences between agency conditions. Regardless of
condition, there are differences in selecting and utilizing context in text presenta-
tions related to pretest items. Overall, participants fixated on content in text
presentations related to pretest-relevant items more than irrelevant types of infor-
mational text presentations. This demonstrates participants employing
metacognitive strategies as approximately half of the total number of informational
text within the environment were relevant to the pretest and therefore, participants
would not display a difference in their fixation durations if metacognitive strategies
were not used by participant. However, when accounting for the type of presenta-
tion, NPCs are fixated on more for pretest-relevant than pretest-irrelevant informa-
tion whereas greater fixations are spent on pretest-irrelevant books and research
articles and posters. This finding indicates that learners, regardless of autonomy,
make accurate metacognitive judgments when encountering NPCs than any other
type of informational text presentation. This may be due to the content of NPCs
which contain a diagram and information that is presented in a more conversational
method. From these overall findings, we conclude that for all types of informational
text presentations, there is a need for an increase in scaffolding to fully support
learners in their metacognitive judgments.
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Application to CTML

Our findings highlight the need for CTML to be integrated into GBLEs that provide
multiple presentations of informational content critical for learning. Specifically, our
results show that learning is impacted by how information is represented. In Mayer’s
(2014) CTML framework, information related to the overall goal of learning is
provided to learners, where learners are then required to evaluate individual sources
of information. Alternatively, within GBLEs, learners must first seek out sources of
information throughout their interaction with the game elements before identifying how
relevant information within individual sources are related and relevant within each
other (i.e., visual and text) and between different sources in relation to game completion
and learning.

The current study’s results support modifying the CTML model to consider how
various features, elements, and goals of narrative-centered GBLEs impact learners’
metacognitive judgments in selecting relevant information and their impact on learning
gains. Features generalizable to all GBLEs include the autonomy afforded to learning
which may be manipulated within the environment, ultimately changing the control
learners have over their learning with the intention of optimizing their learning.
Elements, including the type of text presentations, directly address CTML in how
learners must select, organize, and integrate multiple sources of information that are
presented in several ways using text and diagrams.

Within this study, limited autonomy prompted the participant to interact with all
types of informational text presentations, forcing the exposure of all content related to
domain knowledge including the specific knowledge items represented on the pretest.
Given the results of the current study referencing the autonomy feature of narrative-
centered GBLEs, we conclude that autonomy captures context-relevant sources of
information and this type of scaffold influences domain content knowledge where a
greater amount of autonomy ultimately resulted in lower learning gains than restricted
autonomy. Modifications to CTML are proposed to fully apply this cognitive theory to
GBLEs that contain informational content. We propose modifying CTML using the
three condensed phases of cognitive processes: 1) selecting; 2) organizing; and 3)
integrating content from an informational source. We identify two levels within the
selecting phase of CTML which may vary dependent upon the level of autonomy
allowed to learners. There are two proposed levels within the selection phase: 1) GBLE
Information Presentation; and 2) Content of Information Presentation. The first level
refers to the unique need in GBLEs to identify and select information presentations
(e.g., scientific books and research articles) which relate to domain-specific content, or
content related to the pretest, but also to the overarching goal of the game itself where
learners must identify information relevancy in reference to the domain content they
must know or the information needed to complete the immediate goal of the GBLE.
However, this level may include elements that do not contribute to the knowledge
needed to complete the posttest or the GBLE itself. For example, the way in which
learners synthesize information with the Crystal Island worksheet could influence how
learners identify and select relevant information. The second level refers to the tradi-
tional use of CTML where, given a large chunk of information, learners must select
relevant information which will increase learning. This emphasizes the need for the
learner to identify relevant information across multiple documents and types of
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informational text presentations. This modification to Mayer’s CTML would allow for
learners’ metacognitive judgments of informational text within GBLEs to be evaluated
at multiple levels.

Limitations and Future Directions of the Study

We acknowledge limitations in our study related to the interpretation of analyses,
classification of groups, and potentially influential factors. It is first important to note
that in the simple linear regression models (Research Question 2), given our positive
intercept beta, our model fails to correctly capture when a participant performs worse
on posttest compared to the pretest performance. This is due to the fact that our
predictor variable must be positive as a participant cannot look at informational text
presentations for a negative amount of time. Although this is a limitation to the
interpretation of analyses, it raises the question of how a learner would perform worse
on the posttest. Specifically, did the participant guess on answers on the pretest and
were incorrect for the congruent form of the question on the posttest? If so, this would
be an example of a participant not learning compared to the “unlearning” if analyses
were to be interpreted using negative values. Alternatively, did the environment prove
to be too distracting and only serve to confuse certain students resulting in worse
performance on the posttest?

Limitations of this study include the identification of item pretest relevancy. The
relevancy of NPCs was determined by a singular piece of information shared by the
NPC, where other information shared may not have been relevant. For example,
learners have the choice of selecting 3 questions for the NPC to answer. If one of the
three questions contained pretest-relevant information, regardless of the relevancy of
the other questions, that NPC was determined to be relevant to the pretest items rather
than the question itself.

Further limitations include the exclusion of additional influences of time spent
in the environment itself. Although the time in the environment varied between
conditions, the time exposed to the different types of informational text presenta-
tions in comparison to overall time in game did not differ between conditions. As
such, these analyses ignore the duration of time participants spent on concept
matrices, worksheet edits, and scanning food items. However, as the goal of this
current study was to identify how autonomy and metacognitive judgements influ-
enced learners’ interactions with informational text in GBLEs measured by pro-
cess data, the inclusion of these elements was outside the scope of the study.
Further, the three game elements investigated within this study were the only
sources of information that could contribute to learners’ domain knowledge for
items tested in the posttest and, therefore, are the instrumental elements in
examining learning gains that should be investigated within this study.

Additionally, this study did not account for how much information is included in
each presentation where books and research articles contained significantly more
information than posters. However, these times are compared with each other as the
same metacognitive processes are utilized to read, select, organize, and integrate
information within each source. Although this may be considered a limitation of the
study, this may be a limitation of the environment itself as these types of presentations
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which do not offer rich text and do not influence learning gains may be considered
distractions from the presentations which promote learners’ domain knowledge. De-
spite these potential limitations, this study incorporates all elements that are critical to
identifying how learners interact with informational text presentations within GBLEs.

While limitations are identified, we acknowledge multiple directions in which this
study can expand. This study emphasizes the need for metacognitive processes to be
integrated within cognitive literature, and as such, it is important to mention conditions
driving individual learners’ interaction with GBLEs and implementation of these
processes. For example, learners’ executive functions, cognitive resources, motivation,
emotions, prior knowledge, etc. can influence how learners interpret the task, or
environment, and implement metacognitive and cognitive processes while learning
with a GBLE (McCardle and Hadwin 2015; Winne 2018). Future directions of
investigation may also include comparing an open-ended learning environment, such
as a GBLE, to simulations which are a more restricted environment (e.g., O’Keefe et al.
2014). In examining these comparable environments, researchers can understand the
effect of a more restricted environment with a limited number of resources from which
the learners receive information.

Future Directions in AI and GBLEs

This study supports the need for artificial intelligence interfaces to include adapt-
able scaffolds using autonomy which functions off of eye-tracking and log-file
data which changes depending upon the type of informational text that is being
presented. Generally, this applies to GBLEs which focus on presenting complex
instructional multimedia content related to topics and STEM domains. Given the
results of this study, we identify the need for GBLEs to intelligently and adap-
tively support learners throughout the environment as they use metacognitive
judgements to select information deemed relevant to learning outcomes. The aim
of integrating AI with GBLEs stems from the need for scaffolding where learners
are given support through restricted autonomy to address the challenge of accu-
rately applying metacognitive processes. Indicated by results from this study,
learners are not able to accurately identify and select relevant information. There-
fore, AI within GBLEs should address the need for a constantly adaptable scaffold
for autonomy to fade in and out throughout learner interactions with the environ-
ment dependent upon the individualized (and contextualized) process data of each
learner. Additionally, this should account for the type of informational text
presentation as, according to the preliminary analyses, different types of process
data should be used for each type of learning resource and depending on how they
are utilized by learners. Future iterations of Crystal Island, as well as other
GBLEs, should include greater AI to (a) support metacognitive judgements by
assisting learners in selecting, organizing, and integrating informational sources
and content within these sources and (b) integrate adaptive scaffolding dependent
upon the real-time feedback from individual process data.
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